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Thank you for your Resilience
I can be changed by what happens to me, but I refuse to be
reduced by it. -Maya Angelou
HELPLINE
WRC has changed its Helpline
number to more quickly serve the
community during this COVID-19
crisis. The new Helpline number is
701-314-HELP (4357). You can also
email the Helpline for resources at
info@womensrc.org.
WRC is grateful to have received a
grant from The Wawa Foundation to
sustain the Helpline during this
challenging time.
Connect with WRC's Helpline

Women Speak
Do you have questions about divorce, custody and
support with respect to COVID-19 and the courts?
Recently we interviewed longtime WRC volunteer
and Family Law attorney Jennifer J. Riley (shown
here) about how COVID-19 is affecting divorce and
related issues. Please click here to see the full
interview. Thank you to Ms. Riley and MLTV-Main
Line Network for its broadcast. The interview is part
of WRC's new local TV series called Women
Speak. Stay tuned for more Women Speak
episodes, including one on WRC's history.
https://app.constantcontact.com/pages/campaigns/email-details/reporting/activity/a5852d5d-2b13-4447-a06b-981a7d6dd97d
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NEW Feature
Sassy's Blog

Sassafras, aka Sassy

Sassy is short for Sassafras, the
name of the very asute cat of WRC's
Supervisor of Direct Service and
Resource Coordination Counselor,
Kai Qualls. Sassy has a new column
in our newsletter called Sassy's Blog,
written by Kai from Sassy's
perspective. The blog's theme is Kai's
specialty: RESILIENCE. It's a very
timely topic giving the challenging
times we are living through. Sassy's
inaugural blog is on "Cultivating
Happiness in the Midst of Trial."
Discover how to Cultivate Happiness in the Midst of Trial

The three main takeaways from Sassy's inaugural blog:
1. Savor the Good
2. Develop Gratitude
3. Appreciate Yourself

NEW Feature
Debbie's Dispatch
During this health and safety crisis, it
is important to have resources at
your fingertips. WRC wants to add to
your list by featuring a resource
selected by Helpline Coordinator
Debbie Bell in each newsletter,
called Debbie's Dispatch.
Featured Resource of the Month
The Housing Equality Center of
Pennsylvania
The COVID-19 crisis is causing an already stressful housing problem to
become even more difficult for many families to navigate. The high number of
job losses makes it impossible for many people to pay their rent or
mortgage. The Housing Equality Center of Pennsylvania is a great resource to
get reliable up-to-date information and advice about COVID-19 changes to
housing and tenant regulations. Their website is filled with very useful and
https://app.constantcontact.com/pages/campaigns/email-details/reporting/activity/a5852d5d-2b13-4447-a06b-981a7d6dd97d
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timely information. They offer a number of Fair Housing Guides in several
different languages as well. Also helpful is this article about Governor Wolf's
order to halt evictions in Pennsylvania through July 10th.

Emergency Campaign to Sustain Services
Update
We are so grateful for the community's response to
WRC's Emergency Campaign to Sustain Services. We
greatly appreciate the support many of you provided so
that WRC can continue to serve women during these
very challenging circumstances. There is still time to
make a contribution and as a campaign donor, have a
chance to win two tickets to see Jerry Seinfeld at the
Borgata on August 8th.
Yes, I want to donate to help women in the Delaware Valley!
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